
CASE STUDIES IN HEALTHCARE MARKETING

In an industry where players are offering much of the same thing, these 10 health marketing case studies show us what
it takes to stand out.

There would be whispers of special treatment, possible kickbacks, etc. It lets you reach the people who have
already visited your site by showing display or social media ads while they browse the web. A frequency cap
was used to limit impressions to one impression per day. Deciding on Board Setup I was curious about how
they decided each type of board to create. Objectives Implement closed-loop marketing processes to gain
visibility into the topics that referral sources are interested in Strengthen relationships with compelling content
focused on the issues that are top of mind among healthcare providers Engage referral sources in digital
interactions and have salespeople hone in on the most qualified leads Solution Revolutionizing Referral
Outreach Kindred Healthcare is the largest diversified provider of post-acute care services in the U. Offer
articles on your expertise and any other helpful information that consumers can use. VONT optimized the
current content for organic search by focusing on a concerted SEO effort that entailed optimizing content and
building links. We knew things could bomb or do really well and we just had a spirit of curiosity about it.
Remarketing Remarketing was also used as brand reinforcement for previous visitors to the site. Digital
Marketing for Healthcare: Best Practices and Case Study Posted: February 12, Note: this is the first in a series
of posts dedicated to digital marketing for healthcare. Help them submit abstracts and when they are selected,
whatever is said publicly can be used just be mindful and respectful. Be found when people are looking for
procedures. The conversion action was to schedule an appointment. They started with 10 followers in , and
grew to 1, with promoted pin campaigns. Ask what sets your group or hospital apart and build on the answer.
This is especially true in healthcare. And how should it be presented â€” article style or something else?
Patients sought practitioners they had heard of. For Lori Riggs, Senior Director of Marketing, it was clear that
Kindred had an opportunity to further educate physicians, case managers, and other referral sources on the
value of post-acute care. When tools and environments are constantly changing, new opportunities to help our
clients achieve success are constantly arising. For healthcare providers, there have always been the positive
comments received from patients via letters or cards. Marketo allowed Kindred to expand its reach and
frequency of message, providing this valuable education to key audiences across the country. With increased
competition for the healthcare dollar, hospitals and groups are turning to digital marketing to improve their
awareness and lead generation. It reminds them that your practice is out there. But the rise in choice of
healthcare played a role in changing how consumers look for medical services. The power of remarketing for
healthcare Remarketing is a powerful tool for targeting your audience. Today, Kindred leverages personalized
campaigns to deliver compelling content that answers the major questions healthcare providers are asking. In
the past, the company obtained leads by having clinical liaisons make in-person calls to referral sources at
short-term acute care hospitals and physician groups. You can also help to get their story published as an
article, which has the same benefit of having their statements part of the public record. By providing great
content that will help consumers in their research process AND establish you as an expert in your field. The
company relies on referrals from physicians and case managers at hospitals and health systems to bring
patients into its 2, locations across the nation. T2 What are the elements that make up a compelling case
study? In addition, you can bring in potent call tracking tools to help you measure your success. Make sure
you have a good brand as a platform then leverage it by building awareness.


